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Introduction 8=The stu_7 of hadroni¢ components in the hi6h energy ra-
nge _t_ween 1 0 _ and 1 0° Gev exhibits by far the strongest mass sensi_t-
ivity_l ) since the primary energy spectrum as discupq?d by Linsley_ 2)
and measured by many air shower experimental _roups_) indicates a ch-
ange of slope from -1.7 to 2.0 in this energy range. This change of
slope may be due to several reasons such as due to a genuine spectral
feature of astrophysical ori_Lu, a confinement effect of galactic com.

ponent or a rather rapid cha_e of mass which problem has been attemp-
ted here to study in details.

{Q_veral attempts have already been done as discussed by
Gride_J. Here, we shall analyse the hadror_Lc components of _ at
this ener_ ranp wit_ the scheme of a scale breaking model of mul-
tiparticle .Aroductlon(4)_ We have used a modified rigorous saddle po-

Int _thodQS) to calculate the inverse Mellin transform of diffusion

equations. The hadro_ spectra has been calculated for primary energy
ran_ from 105 to I0u Gev at sea-level as well as at mountain height
at 72osin/m2.

Method 8 The integro-differential cascade equation for nucleon N and

pions N_ are respectively given by

_yN N(E, y)+IE 2 N(E'. y)_(_' Y)=- Ain _in w_ (_,, _) _, (1)

_0 ._(_,,_)
+

_in w__(_,,_) _z, (_)

For simplification, we have considered (i) the nucleon.lnteractlon le-
ngth /_ N " plon interaction length _ at high energy(6)_(ii) Limiti-

ng fragmentation is assumed to hold for FNN. The unknown _ction

N_(E, y) can be expressed in the fozm

_ - n_(_.,_)• - _ (_.,_)e" (_)
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zmto_ = o_ (1 + = 1,,_/loo) (4)

i.%T-_. = (1+ a In El1oo),,,h,=_=_.o37.
Initially, this rigorous saddle point method was proposed for soa_h_
model(5)- where

co _.•* Nn=T •y' .y' (gCs)- _) - _oIn w C5)

80 is given by d_ 1 . In w by = s -ay' + Ids . s=== _ and_o o
But &coordi_ to our model the Inclusive oross-seotion and the &vezaee
multipliolty are given by

2

___ doI _ 9 _,J-f-_-_ex_-_-P_
Oin'el _/ PP--'));_ Zn_n- " 4 4_ i_2 n-" 1_) ]

e_ _ - 2,38 _n__ = 1 c_v2=b (6)
l

,,,=.4',) . . % =o.,,:PP PP
J)

Y

e-2'38 x 5/9 _=_..x 1 1 11-062

_ow=t _gh ene=_weo= _it, F_ = l o6•-2''_'2:_=_'__ (7)
where E/E' _ E/E0.

Here x be the FeTz_an s¢_i_8 vaziable as used in the prevlous paper
¢ on _ddle point method(5). - So we oen use the previous method to our

case &leo. Now after some eal=ulations it can be sho_ that s adLt-

ts of an approy.tmate representation in tez_e of geama _uotio_ i_e_

° _d_ = Y'
de S " S°

Here the followJJ_ apprey.imation has been taken for &_aau_ function

(=) = 1 * ='l(S - 1) + a2 (s - 1) 2 + a3 (s - 1) ;3 4- &4 (e- 1) 4

+ %(s - _)5

wherea'l = 0_5748,='2= 0.9512,% &_ - - 0.699,=.4 = 074245
% = - 0:1oi06.
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Results s In Fig.1, the several data are sho_ together with the had.

ton spectrum obtainted by us from our model and also with that calcu.

lated by Grinder. These data cover a large size range c_ntred around
Ne = I0_ and this corresponds to primary energy I0_ Gev. So dif.

ferent types of detecting system with large size window, explain this
large dispersion of data.

_t even with this dispersion we can emphasize from the compa-

rison of these data with our prediction for iron and proton initiated
showers of same total energy i.e. I0u Gev, that this energy range of
primary spectrum can not be dominated by iron nuclei•
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Ha_on energy spectra at sea level in proton initiated showers of
1 0 Gev primary energy obtained from our present work (solid line). _
Dashed and dot lines are from Grieder [I].

In Fi_g.2, we have compared the data obtained by Dubovy et _i (_)

at 720 gm/m 2 which shows a nice agreement with cur predicted hadron ,
spectra with proton as prima1_ particles whereas the spectra exp cot-
ed by taking heavy particle (Fe = 56) as primary is showing a sharp
cut off supporting our conclusion.

Now it is evident from the above results t_at in _e critical :
energy region under _onsideration i.e. between IO_ and 10 Gev, in

particular around 10u Gev, is not dominated by iron pr_Lries.
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FIG.2

Integrated enersy spectra of had_ons in EAS as calcul_ated fo E

Y = 720 8=/cm 2 and primary ener_r E^(Gev) 1-1 08, 2-1 0 "l, =}-_0. and com-
pared ¥ith those from Bov_ et._l. [22] for a = a_ 0 (dashed
_urves), am =a_ = 0.0} _do_ cuzwes) ana predictit_n fz_m present model
_soJ_a sub.roe).
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